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CS Odessa Announces Free Update for ConceptDraw Mac OS X UI Solution
Published on 02/28/17
CS Odessa today announces their new macOS Sierra graphical user interface addition for
ConceptDraw PRO. Available now in Solution Park, the Mac OS X User Interface solution
features a great toolset for developers and software product management professionals who
use ConceptDraw PRO in their prototyping work. The renewed solution provides graphical
user interface elements, ui patterns, and application icons that greatly simplify user
interface likeness studies for Macintosh applications.
San Jose, California - CS Odessa is pleased to announce the new professional macOS Sierra
graphical user interface addition for ConceptDraw PRO, which is now available in Solution
Park. The new update for Mac OS X User Interface solution provides a great toolset for
developers and software product management professionals who use ConceptDraw PRO in
their
prototyping work. The renewed solution provides graphical user interface elements, ui
patterns, and application icons that greatly simplify user interface likeness studies for
Macintosh applications.
ConceptDraw Office v4 is the fourth generation suite of ConceptDraw products that uses
ConceptDraw InGyre4 integration technology to share data between its applications,
allowing user to switch gears for different tasks more quickly. ConceptDraw Office v4
includes ConceptDraw MINDMAP v9, ConceptDraw PROJECT v8, ConceptDraw PRO v11, and
the
ConceptDraw Solution Park with more than 170 Solutions to power user through difficult and
time consuming asks. The ConceptDraw Office suite is designed for knowledge workers,
project managers, managers, and academics. ConceptDraw Office works with the latest
versions of both Apple OS X and Microsoft Windows.
Operating Systems Supported
* OS X 10.10, 10.11 (Yosemite, El Capitan) and macOS Sierra (10.12)
* Microsoft Windows 7, 8.1, and 10
* Apple iOS 8 and later
The ConceptDraw product line is known for constantly adding value to its products. The Mac
OS X User Interface can be downloaded from Solution Park at no charge to users of
ConceptDraw PRO v11, the latest edition in the ConceptDraw product line. ConceptDraw PRO
v11 is compatible with Apple macOS and Microsoft Windows. ConceptDraw PRO retails for
$199
USD. ConceptDraw PRO v11 is included in ConceptDraw Office v4 which retails for $499 USD.
For more information about ConceptDraw Products and Solutions, please visit their
website.
ConceptDraw Office v4:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/products/office
Mac OS X UI Solution:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/solution-park/software-mac-os-user-interface

Founded in 1993, Computer Systems Odessa supplies cross-platform productivity tools and
graphic technologies to professional and corporate users around the world. With
headquarters in Odessa, Ukraine, and a U.S. office in San Jose, California, CS Odessa
sells products internationally through resellers in over 150 countries, both directly and
through resellers. The ConceptDraw line of products has won numerous awards and is used by
hundreds of thousands, including Fortune 500 companies, U.S. Federal Government agencies,
small and medium businesses, and students and educators around the globe. ConceptDraw is
a
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registered trademark, and ConceptDraw Office, ConceptDraw Solution Park, ConceptDraw
PRO,
ConceptDraw MINDMAP, ConceptDraw PROJECT, and ConceptDraw STORE are trademarks
of CS
Odessa. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their
respective owners.
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